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Introduction
This article on nature is an excerpt from Enlightenment Views of
Definition, Volume 1: Definition in Chambers’s Cyclopaedia.
Analysis of the text of Chambers’s

NATURE

demonstrates the

importance of contemporary scientists to Chambers’s work. The
first part of the article is constructed, almost verbatim, from
passages taken from Robert Boyle’s A Free Inquiry into the

Vulgarly Received Notion of Nature (1686). The second part of

the article is Chambers’s literal translation of several paragraphs
in Isaac Newton’s Principia (1686). These paragraphs state and
explain Newton’s three laws of motion, which Chambers here
called laws of nature.
A goal of Enlightenment Views is to make this material as

accessible and as legible as possible for all readers, and so we pay
special attention to the orthography of these volumes. Without
notice or apology, we modernize spelling, punctuation, and

typography to achieve a more consistent reading experience
across the ages and the authors encompassed by this series.

We do not assume that readers bring any particular background
to these books; a motivation behing Berkeley Bridge Press is to

supply textbooks and sourcebooks for the study of definition and
other topics within metalexicography, resources that are not now
published in the United States. Therefore, footnotes include

critical apparatus; bibliographic findings; biographical data;

explanations of the terms and vocabulary used by Chambers;
translations into English of material Chambers presented in other
languages; specific discussions of Chambers’s sources; and
remarks meant to be generally helpful.

We also do not assume that readers have access to a university or
other research library, nor do we assume that readers have the
resources to buy the works we cite. For this reason we avoid,

whenever possible, journal articles—they are simply not available
to most readers. In most cases, cited works are books that are

freely available online. However, an original, cited source might

not be available online; in that case, should accessible editions or
other sources be available, one or more alternative resources will
be also specified. In general, we prefer works and editions that

are out of copyright; we can safely do this because Enlightenment
Views deals with the 18th and earlier centuries: the source

materials themselves are long out of copyright and many works
that illuminate these materials appeared in the 18 th and 19th
centuries. However, readers who do have access to modern
research libraries should avail themselves of more recent
scholarly work.
We hope that students of definition, such as metalexicographers,
lexicographers, philosophers, and logicians; those who study

intellectual history and the history of science; encyclopaedists,

especially those who study Chambers and his Cyclopaedia, as well
as Diderot’s Encyclopédie; and anyone with some intellectual
curiousity will enjoy this presentation of Chambers’s

NATURE.

Enlightenment Views of Definition comprises three volumes:
Volume 1: Definition in Chambers’s Cyclopaedia
Volume 2: Definition in Diderot’s Encyclopédie

Volume 3: Definition in Gergonne’s “Theory of Definition”
Readers who may wish to study the works presented by

Enlightenment Views without changes to their orthography should
consult our companion series, Defining Definition, in four
volumes, which includes many significant writings on

definition—in their original languages as well as in translation—
from Socrates through 1904, as well as lexicographic entries on
definition from historical dictionaries and encyclopaedias.

NATURE

NATURE1
NATURE,

natura, φυσις, is a term variously used. Aristotle has a

whole chapter written expressly to enumerate the various

acceptations2 of the Greek word φυσις, rendered in English,

nature;3 and among Latin writers, the different acceptations are

so many that a certain author reckons up fourteen or fifteen. 4 Mr.

1.

AKB :

Although Chambers drew from: —Furetière, NATURE,

Dictionnaire universel (1701) and Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1721), much of the material in this article is taken

directly or indirectly from the works of Robert Boyle (1627 –1691)

and Isaac Newton (1642–1726). —Robert Boyle, A Free Inquiry into
the Vulgarly Received Notion of Nature (London: John Taylor,
1686). See: —The Works of the Honourable Robert Boyle, ed.

Thomas Birch (London: J. & F. Rivington, L. Davis, W. Johnston,
and others, 1772), vol. 5, pp. 158–254. And —Isaac Newton,

Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica (London: Samuel
Smith, 1686), pp. 12–13. For representative translations of
Newton, see footnote 86.
2.

AKB :

That is, the accepted meanings. ¶ Boyle used the word variant

3.

AKB :

“in Aristotle’s Metaphysics, I met with a whole chapter

“acception”. See next footnote.

expressly written to enumerate the various acceptions of the Greek
word, φυσις, commonly rendered nature;” —Boyle, Works (1772),
vol. 5, p. 167.

4.

AKB :

“Among Latin writers I found the acceptions of the word

nature to be so many, that I remember one author reckons up no
less than fourteen or fifteen.” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5,

p. 168. Also Trévoux: “Il [Boyle] remarque sur tout qu’il a trouvé

le tèrme de nature employé en 14 ou 15 significations différentes;”
—Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1721). The writer to

whom Boyle and hence Chambers referred remains unknown to
me.
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Boyle, in a precise treatise of the vulgarly received notion of
nature,5 gives us eight principal ones. 6

Nature, then, is sometimes used for the system of the world, 7 the
machine of the universe, 8 or the assemblage of all created
beings.9 See

UNIVERSE,

and

SYSTEM .

10

In which sense we say the author of nature;11 the sun is called the
eye of nature because he illumines the universe and the father of

5.

AKB :

“M. Boyle a fait un traitté pour éxaminer ce qu’on entend

vulgairement par la nature.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1721).

6.

AKB :

These eight notions of the word nature are enumerated at:

—Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 169. These notions are reprinted
at the end of this article.

7.

AKB :

“and such references to the original fabric of the grand system

of the world, that, on all particular occasions, the welfare of

inferior or private portions of it, should be only so far provided for,
as their welfare is consistent with the general laws settled by God

in the universe.” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 251. See also the
following note.
8.

AKB :

“so it more sets off the wisdom of God in the fabric of the

universe, that he can make so vast a machine perform all those

many things,” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 162. And: “we may
make use of one or other of these terms: fabric of the world, system
of the universe, cosmical mechanism, or the like.” —Boyle, Works

(1772), vol. 5, p. 169. And: “I shall express, what I called general
nature, by cosmical mechanism, that is, a comprisal of all the

mechanical affections (figure, size, motion, &c.) that belong to the

matter of the great system of the universe.” —Boyle, Works (1772),
vol. 5, p. 178.
9.

AKB :

“La masse du monde; la machine de l’Univers; l’assemblage de

tous les êtres. Natura, mundi machina, orbis universus, rerum

creatarum collectio.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel
(1721).
10.
400

AKB :

Pointers added in edition of 1741.

NATURE

nature because he warms the earth and makes it fruitful. 12 And

thus we say of the phoenix 13 or a chimera14 that there is no such
thing in nature. 15

Instead of the word nature in this sense, Mr. Boyle, to avoid

ambiguity and abuse of the word, proposes to have world or
universe substituted. 16 See

WORLD.

Nature, in a more confined sense, comprehends17 the several
kinds of beings, created and increated18; spiritual and
corporeal.19 See

11.

AKB :

ENS.

“sometimes we use the word nature for that author of nature,

whom the Schoolmen harshly enough call natura naturans;”
—Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 167.

12.

AKB :

“On dit que, le soleil est l’oeil de la nature, parcequ’il éclaire

l’Univers. On dit qu’il est le pere de la nature, parcequ’il échauffe la
terre, & qu’il la rend feconde.” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1701).

13.

AKB :

Given in the text as “phaenix” even though Chambers

included an article on phoenix. —Chambers, PHOENIX, Cyclopardia
(1728), vol. 2, p. 805. This anomaly is corrected in subsequent
editions.

14.

AKB :

In the text as “chimaera”. This is the only place (at least in my

15.

AKB :

“as, when it is said of a phoenix, or a chimera, that there is no

16.

AKB :

“Where men are wont to employ the word nature in the

corpus) that Chambers used this alternate spelling.

such thing in nature,” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 167.

seventh sense [for the universe, or the system of the corporeal works
of God] it is easy, and as short, to make use of the word world or

universe, and instead of the phaenomena of nature, to substitute the

phaenomena of the universe or of the world.” —Boyle, Works (1772),
vol. 5, p. 169.
17.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “is applied to each of”.

18.

AKB :

not made or created. —Bailey, INCREATE, Universal

Etymological English Dictionary (1724).
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In this20 sense, we say human nature, meaning all men together
that 21 possess the same spiritual, reasonable soul. 22 Angelical
nature;23 the divine nature,24 &c.

And in this sense, the School divines say natura naturans &

natura naturata, speaking of God who is the natura naturans,25 as
giving being and nature to all others, in opposition to the
creatures who are the natura naturata, as receiving their
nature.26

19.

AKB :

“dans un sens plus étroit comprend les divers genres des êtres

créez ou incréez; spirituels ou corporels.” —Furetière, NATURE,
Dictionnaire universel (1701).

20.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “which”.

21.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “who”.

22.

AKB :

“La nature humaine se dit de tous les hommes ensemble qui

possedent une ame spirituelle, & raisonnable.” —Furetière,
NATURE,

Dictionnaire universel (1701).

23.

AKB :

“La nature angelique est le premier de tous les êtres créez; &

24.

AKB :

“La nature divine s’est unie à la nature humaine d’une maniere

incorporels.” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1701).

ineffable dans le mystere de l’incarnation.” —Furetière, NATURE,
Dictionnaire universel (1701).

25.

AKB :

See: “for sometimes we use the word nature for that author of

nature, whom the Schoolmen harshly enough call natura naturans;”
—Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 167. And: and “Instead then of
the word nature, taken in the first sense for natura naturans, we
may make use of the term it is put to signify, namely, God.”
—Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 169.

26.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “as receiving their nature from the

hands of another.” ¶ AKB: “Les Théologiens disent la nature

naturante, & la nature naturée, natura naturans & natura naturata.

En parlant de Dieu, qui est la nature naturante, par opposition aux
Créatures qui sont la nature naturée. La nature naturante est celui

qui donne l’être, & la nature a tout le reste, & tout ce qui le reçoit
est la nature naturée:” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel

(1721). Compare Chauvin: “Undè Philosophis barbarè loquentibus
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Nature, in a still more restrained sense, is used for the essence of
a thing, or that which the Schoolmen call the quiddity thereof,
that is, the attribute which makes it what it is. 27 See

QUIDDITY.

28

In this29 sense, the Cartesians 30 say it is the nature of the soul to
think.31

natura alia naturans, quae est Deus; alia naturata, quae est

universitas rerum à Deo ipso conditarum.” —Chauvin, NATURA,
Lexicon Rationale (1692).
27.

AKB :

“Sometimes we mean by the nature of a thing, the essence, or

that, which the Schoolmen scruple not to call the quiddity of a
thing, namely, the attribute or attributes, on whose score it is,

what it is, whether the thing be corporeal or not;” —Boyle, Works
(1772), vol. 5, p. 167. And “we may employ the word essence,

which is of great affinity to it, if not of an adequate import; and
sometimes also we may make use of the word quiddity, which,

though a somewhat barbarous term, is yet frequently employed
and well enough understood in the Schools;” —Boyle, Works

(1772), vol. 5, p. 169. Also Trévoux: “Ce mot [nature], selon M.

Harris, a trois sens. … 3. Nature se prend encore pour l’éssence de

châque chôse avec les attributs qui lui appartiennent.” —Trévoux,
NATURE,

Dictionnaire universel (1721). From Harris: “Thirdly, it is

taken for the essence of any thing, not corporeal, with the

attributes belonging to it: thus we say that it is the nature of God

to be good, and the nature of the soul to think.” —Harris, NATURE,
Lexicon Technicum (1704). From Chauvin: “Undè Philosophis
barbarè loquentibus natura alia naturans, quae est Deus; alia

naturata, quae est universitas rerum à Deo ipso conditarum.”
—Chauvin, NATURA, Lexicon Rationale (1692).
28.

AKB :

Pointer added to the 1741 edition.

29.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “which”.

30.

AKB :

Followers of René Descartes (1596–1650).

31.

AKB :

“Dans le sentiment des Cartésiens rejetté par tous les aûtres, la

nature de l’âme est de penser.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1721). Note the strong editorial comment imposed by
Jesuit editors. ¶ AKB: Descartes’s “Second Meditation”. See, for

example: —René Descartes, Les méditations métaphysiques de René

Descartes, touchant la première philosophie (Paris: Theodore Girard,
1667), pp. 10–23.; or Veitch’s translation: —The Meditations, and
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And here the word essence, Mr. Boyle would have obtain in lieu
of nature.32 See

ESSENCE.

Nature is particularly 33 used for the established order and course
of material things, 34 the series of second causes, or the laws

which God has imposed on the motions impressed by him.35 See
CAUSE

36

.

In this37 sense it is we say 38 physics is the study of nature.39

Nature makes the night succeed the day; nature has made40
respiration necessary to life,41 &c.

Selections from the Principles of Philosophy, of Descartes, trans. John
Veitch (Edinburgh: Sutherland and Knox, 1853). ¶ Subsequent

editions add: “; and that the nature of matter consists in extension.
See SOUL, MATTER, EXTENSION , &c.”
32.

AKB :

“Instead of nature in the second sense, for that on whose

account a thing is what it is and is so called, we may employ the
word essence,” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 169.

33.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “is more particularly”.

34.

AKB :

“Sometimes we understand by nature the established course of

things;” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, pp. 167. And: “For nature in
the fifth signification, for the established course of things corporeal]

it is easy to substitute what it denotes, the established order, or the
settled course of things.” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 169.
35.

AKB :

—Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 167. Also Furetière: “Nature,

se dit plus particulierement de l’ordre, du cours de la matiere, &
des causes secondes: des loix que Dieu leur a imposées; d u
mouvement qu’il leur a imprimé.” —Furetière, NATURE,
Dictionnaire universel (1701).

36.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “See CAUSE, LAW, and MOTION.”

37.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “which”.

38.

AKB :

The awkward construction “in this sense it is we say” would

be better written “it is in this sense that we say”. Chambers’s

writing is often less than elegant or even clear. John Martyn,

Chambers’s partner in preparing the Memoirs of the Royal Academy
of Sciences, complained: “The Author [of the Memoirs] writes with
404
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Thus Saint Thomas42 defines nature a kind of divine art, given 43
to beings, which carries them to the end they are determined

for:44 in effect 45, nature, in this sense, is nothing else but that
concatenation of causes and effects or that order and economy
great prolixity; and Mr. Chambers is so far from having abridged
him, that he has paraphrased him; sometimes using two or three
words, where the Author contents himself with one. But what is
worse, the English style (if it may be called English) is very low

and poor, and full of blunders. … Mr. Chambers never makes use
of any stops; which occasions a great deal of trouble both to the

printer and me: most of his papers are so ill done, that it would be

as little trouble to translate them from the original, as to reduce his
to common sense and tolerable English.” —Memoirs of John

Martyn, ed. Gorham (1830), pp. 64–65. See also: —Académie

royale des sciences, The Philosophical History and Memoirs of the
Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, trans. John Martyn and

Ephraim Chambers, 5 vols. (London: John and Paul Knapton;
Francis Cogan; and John Nourse, 1742).
39.

AKB :

“C’est dans ce sense qu’on definit la Physique, l’étude de la

40.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “rendered”.

41.

AKB :

“as, when we say, that nature makes the night succeed the

nature.” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1701).

day; nature has made respiration necessary to the life of men.”
—Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 167.

42.

AKB :

Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274), theologian.

43.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “communicated”.

44.

AKB :

“Saint Thomas 2. Physic. L. XIV. text. 86. dit que c’est une

a

éspéce d’art divin donné aux êtres, qui les porte à la fin à laquelle
ils sont détèrminez.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel
(1721). ¶ a. AKB: Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s

Physics, book 2, lecture or lesson 14: “Unde patet quod natura nihil
est aliud quam ratio cuiusdam artis, scilicet divinae, indita rebus,
qua ipsae res moventur ad finem determinatum:” —Thomas

Aquinas, Physicorum Aristotelis Expositio, book 2, lesson 14, in
Opera Omnia, (Rome: S. C. de Propaganda Fide, 1882), vol. 2,

p. 96, col. 2. A recent translation into English: “Hence, it is clear

that nature is nothing but a certain kind of art, i.e., the divine art,
impressed upon things, by which these things are moved to a

determinate end.” —Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s
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which God has established in the parts of his creation.46 See
CONCATENATION ,

&c.47

In this sense too we say that miracles are effects above the

powers of nature: so art forces or surpasses48 nature by means of

Physics, trans. Richard J. Blackwell, Richard J. Spath, and W.

Edmund Thirlkel (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963); read
at http://www.dhspriory.org /thomas/Physics2.htm#14

[2016-02-25]. AKB: See also: —The “Summa Theologica” of St.
Thomas Aquinas, trans. English Dominicans (London: R. & T.
Washbourne, 1914), vol. 6, p. 162.
45.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “In which sense”.

46.

AKB :

“La nature n’est aûtre chôse que cet enchaînement, ou cette

suite de caûses & d’éffèts que Dieu a établie, & l’ordre qu’il a
a

imprimé sur la face de son ouvrage. —BAIL. ” ¶ a. AKB: Adrien
Baillet ((1649-1706), French scholar and biographer. In this

passage, Baillet is actually quoting Descartes who, in turn, is

quoting some other unidentified person. From a fragment of a
letter from Descartes to Etienne de Villebressieu in 1631 as

reported by Baillet: “… considérer la cause par laquelle se font

toutes les choses qui nous paroissent les plus simples, & les effets
de la Nature les plus clairs & les moins composez. ‘La grande
b

Méchanique n’étant autre chose,’ selon lui, ‘que l’ordre que Dieu a

imprimé sur la face de son ouvrage, que nous appelons communément
la Nature.’ Il estimait qu’il valoit mieux regarder ce grand modéle,
& s’attacher à suivre cét éxemple, que les régles & les maximes

établies par le caprice de plusieurs hommes de cabinet, dont les

principes imaginaires ne produisont point de fruit, parce qu’ils ne
conviennent ni à la Nature ni à la personne qui cherche à

s’instruire.” —Adrien Baillet, La Vie de Monsieur Des-Cartes (Paris:

Daniel Horthemels, 1691), vol. 1, p. 260. This fragment can also be
found at: —Oeuvres de Descartes, ed. Charles Adam and Paul

Tannery (Paris: Léopold Cerf, 1897), vol. 1, pp. 213–214. As you
can read, Basnage de Beauval’s memory was conveniently

inventive and paraphrastic; he could have provided “Voyez” (See)
rather than an attribution. ¶ b. AKB : “according to him”, that is,
according to the unidentified person.
47.

AKB :

Pointer added in the 1741 edition.

48.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “Art is said to force, or surpass”.
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machines, by reason they produce 49 effects which exceed what
we find in the common course of things. 50 See

MIRACLE,

&c.51

Nature, again, is taken for an aggregate of powers belonging to
any body, especially a living one. 52

In this53 sense physicians say that nature is strong, weak, or
spent; or, that, in such a disease, nature left to herself will
perform the cure.54

Nature, still more strictly, is used55 for the action of providence,
the principle of all things, or that being 56 which is diffused

throughout the creation and moves and acts in all bodies, and

49.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “in regard these produce”.

50.

AKB :

“C’est dans le même sens qu’on dit, que les miracles sont des

effets au dessus des forces de la nature, & qui ne sont point une

suite des loix naturelles. On prend quelquefois pour des miracles
les choses qui arrivent par des loix de la nature qui nous sont
inconnuës. On dit que l’art force la nature par les machines

mouvantes, &c. parcequ’elles produisent des effets qui surpassent
les forces, ou le cours ordinaire de la matière.” —Furetière,
NATURE,

Dictionnaire universel (1701).

51.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “See Art, Miracle, &c.”

52.

AKB :

“Sometimes we take nature for an aggregate of powers

belonging to a body, especially a living one;” —Boyle, Works

(1772), vol. 5, p. 167. And: “nature in the sixth sense of the word,

for an aggregate of the powers belonging to a body, especially a living
one,” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 169.
53.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “which”.

54.

AKB :

“as, when physicians say, that nature is strong, or weak, or

spent; or that in such or such diseases, nature left to herself will do
the cure.” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 167.

55.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “is, still more strictly, used”.

56.

AKB :

In subsequent editions: “that spiritual power, or being”.
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gives them certain properties, and procures certain effects.57 See
PROVIDENCE .

In this, which Mr. Boyle considers as the most usual sense, nature
is nothing else but God acting himself, 58 and according to certain
laws he himself has fixed.59 See GOD.

This seems pretty agreeable to the opinion of many of the

ancients, who made nature the god of the universe, the Το

Παν60,61 who presides over and governs all; 62 though others

owned this an imaginary being, 63 and by nature meant no more

57.

AKB :

“se dit aussi de l’action de la Providence, du principe de

toutes chôses; de cet ésprit univèrsel qui est répandu, qui

agit en tous les corps, qui les remuë, &qui leur donne cèrtaines

propriétez.” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1701).
58.

AKB :

“Instead then of the word nature taken in the first sense, for

natura naturans, we may make use of the term it is put to signify,
namely, God;” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 169.

59.

AKB :

“La Nature n’est aûtre chôse, que Dieu agissant lui-même, &

selon cèrtaines loix qu’il a établies. OE. M.” —Furetière, NATURE,

Dictionnaire universel (1701). Furetière attributes this statement to
the Oeuvres mêlées of Saint-Évremond, while Chambers appears to
attribute it to Boyle.
60.

AKB :

The Everything or The All.

61.

AKB :

“Au sentiment des anciens Philosophes, la Nature étoit le Dieu

de l’Univèrs, qu’ils prenoient pour le monde ou l’assemblage de
tous les êtres , & qu’ils appelloient le Monde , ou Τὸ Πᾶν,

l’Univers, ou Τὸ ὂν, l’Etre.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1721).
62.

AKB :

“une Divinité qui préside à toutes chôses, qui les dirige, & qui

63.

AKB :

“Selon la notion commune du mot de nature, c’est un être

les gouverne.” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1701).
a

imaginaire. —LE CL . ” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel
(1701). ¶ a. AKB: Jean Le Clerc (1657–1736), French intellectual
and logician. This statement is taken from Le Clerc’s review of
Boyle’s book: “on fait voit que la Nature, comme on entend
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than the qualities or virtues which God has given his creatures
and which their poets and orators took occasion of
personifying.64

Father Mallebranch 65 says the nature so much talked of in the
Schools is fit for nothing but to lead us back to idolatry; the
ancient heathens hereby understanding something which,

without being God, acts continually throughout the universe.

Thus the idol nature must be an actual principle which, with the
concurrence of God, is the next and immediate cause of all the
changes which befall matter. 66 Which seems to fall in with the

vulgairement ce mot, est un Etre imaginaire.” —Jean Le Clerc, the
book review “A Free Enquiry into the Vulgarly received Notion of
NATURE by the Honourable R. Boyle, Esqu.”, July 1686,

pp. 277–280, in Jean Le Clerc and Jean Cornand de Lacroze, eds.,
Bibliothèque universelle et historique, (Amsterdam: Wolfgang,
Waesberge, Boom, & van Someren, 1688), vol. 2, p. 280.
64.

AKB :

“Au vrai l’on entend par là les qualitez, & la vèrtu d’agir que

Dieu adonné aux Créatures, & que l’on personifie dans ces

phrâses.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1721).
65.

AKB :

Nicolas Malebranche (1638–1715).

66.

AKB :

“Le Pere Malebranche dit que la nature dont on parle tant

dans les écoles, n’est bonne qu’à ramener l’idolâtrie, parceque les

Payens la prenoient pour quelque chose qui sans être Dieu, agissoit
incessamment par tout l’Univers. Ainsi cette idole qu’on nomme

nature seroit un principe actif, qui avec le concours de Dieu est la

cause prochaine, & immediate de tous les changemens qui arrivent
à la matiere.” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1701).
¶ AKB: This is Chambers’s expression of Malebranche’s

occasionalism. See, for example: —Nicolas Malebranche, Concerning
Nature and Grace, “First Discourse” and “The Illustration or

Continuation of the Treatise concerning Nature and Grace”, in

Father Malebranche: His Treatise Concerning the Search after Truth ,
trans. Thomas Taylor, 2nd ed. (London: Thomas Bennet, T. Leigh,

& W. Midwinter, 1700), pp. 1–40, esp. p. 32 (separate pagination at
end of book).
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opinion of the anima mundi67, as if nature were a substitute of
God, or a collateral cause with God, or a middle being between
God and created things.68 See ANIMA M UNDI.

Aristotle defines nature, Principium & causa motus & quietis ejus
in quo est primo per se & non per accidens69. A definition so
67.

AKB :

Chambers’s report on anima mundi: “that is to say, soul of the

world or of the universe is a certain pure, ethereal substance or

spirit, diffused, according to many of the ancient philosophers,

through the mass of the world, informing, actuating, and uniting
the diverse parts thereof into one great, perfect, organical, vital

body or animal.” —Chamber, ANIMA, Cyclopaedia (1728), vol. 1,
p. 99.
68.

AKB :

“On lui attribuë cèrtains éffets éxtraordinaires, & une conduite

régulière, comme si cette nature étoit le substitut de Dieu, une

puissance collatérale avec Dieu, ou un être mitoyen entre Dieu &
les chôses créées.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel
(1721).
69.

AKB :

“the famous definition of nature that is left us by Aristotle,

which I shall recite rather in Latin than in English, not only
because it is very familiarly known among scholars in that

language, but because there is somewhat in it that I confess seems
difficult to me to be without circumlocution rendered intelligibly

in English: Natura (says he) est principium & caufa motus & quietis

ejus, in quo inest, primo per se, & non secundum accidens.” —Boyle,

Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 171. ¶ AKB : Aristotle’s Physica, book 2; the
Bekker location is Phys. II.1, 192b21–23. In the text: “Principium &
causa motus & ejus in quo est primo per se & non per accedens”;
Chambers left out one critical word—quietis—and misspelled

another—accedens—in quoting this version of Aristotle’s definition.
The source text is: “Natura est principium et causa motus & quietis
in quo est primo per se et non per accidens.” The quoted text can

be traced to the medieval collection Au[c]toritates Aristotelis; see,
for example: —[Johannes de Fonte], Autoritates Aristotelis Senece
Boetij Platonis Appulei affricani Porphirij & Gilberti porritani.

(Deventer: Richard Paffraet, 1499). Chambers’s misspelling of

“accidens” was corrected in subsequent editions. You might also
consult Harness’s modern edition: —Jacqueline Harnesse, Les

Auctoritates Aristotelis. Un florilège médiéval: Étude historique et
édition critique (Leuven: Peeters, 1974). ¶ The translation by
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obscure that none of his commentators with all their glosses have
been able to render it intelligible. 70

Byzantio that Bekker used reads: “naturam principium esse

quoddam et causam, ut id moveatur atque quiescat, in quo primo
per se et non per accidens inest.” —Aristotle, Physica auscultatio,

trans. Joanne Argyropylo Byzantio, in Aristoteles latine interpretibus
variis, ed. August Immanuel Bekker and Academia Regia Borussica,
Aristotelis Opera vol. 3 (Berlin: George Reimer, 1831), p. 106.

Hardie and Gaye freely translated this as: “nature is a source or
cause of being moved and of being at rest in that to which it
belongs primarily, in virtue of itself and not in virtue of a

concomitant attribute.” —Aristotle, Physica, trans. R. P. Hardie and
R. K. Gaye, in The Works of Aristotle, ed. William David Ross,

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1930), vol. 2, 192b22–25. We can easily
see why this definitional claim perplexed Boyle.
70.

AKB :

“Aristote a défini la nature; Principium & causa motus, &

quietis, ejus in quo est; primò, per se, & non per accidens. Cette

définition est si obscure, qu’à peine elle est intelligible avec toutes
les intèrprétations des Commentateurs d’Aristote.” —Trévoux,
NATURE,

Dictionnaire universel (1721). Compare Chauvin: “Natura

ab Aristotle livre 2. Physica chapitre 1. definitur: principium &
causa motûs & quietis, ejus in quo est, primò, per se, & non per

accidens. Quae quidem definitio obscurior est; undè tot sunt hujus
definitionis commentationes, quot sunt Aristotelis interpretes.
Hunc in modum à nonnullis explicator.” —Chauvin, NATURA,

Lexicon Rationale (1692). See also Boyle: “yet to me this celebrated
definition seemed so dark, that I cannot brag of any assistance I
received from it towards the framing of a clear and satisfadtory

notion of nature. For I dare not hope that what, as to me, is not
itself intelligible, should make me understand what is to be
declared or explicated by it. And when I consulted some of

Aristotle’s interpreters upon the sense of this definition, I found the
more considerate of them so puzzled with it, that their discourses
of it seemed to tend rather to free the maker of it from tautology

and self-contradiction, than to manifest that the definition itself is

good and instructive, and such as affords a fair account of the thing
defined. And indeed, though the immoderate veneration they

cherish for their master engages them to make the best they can of
the definition given to him, even when they cannot justify it

without strained interpretations, yet what every one seems to
defend in gross, almost every one of them censures in

parcels; this man attacking one part of the definition, and that man
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This principle, which the Peripatetics 71 called nature, they
supposed to act necessarily and was therefore destitute of
knowledge or liberty. 72 See

NECESSITY.

73

Thus also the Stoics conceived nature as a certain spirit or virtue
diffused throughout the universe, which gave every thing its

motion, so that all must be dragged away by the invariable order
of a blind nature and an inevitable necessity.74 See

FATE.

75

another, with objections so weighty, (not to call aome of them

unanswerable) that if I had no other arguments to urge against it, I
might borrow enough from the commentators on it to justify my
dislike of it.” —Boyle, Works, vol. 5, p. 171.
71.

AKB :

Philosophers in Athens who studied and followed the

teachings of Aristotle. The School of the Peripatetics continued

from around 335 BCE, when Aristotle was teaching in the Lyceum,
into the 3rd century of the CE. See, for example: —George Grote,
Aristotle, ed. Alexander Bain and G. Croom Robertson (London:

John Murray, 1880), chapter 2: “Aristotelian Canon”, pp. 27–53.
72.

AKB :

“Ce principe que les Péripatéticiens appelloient Nature

agissoit, selon eux, nécessairement; il étoit déstitué de

connoissance, & de libèrté.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1721).
73.

AKB :

See also Chambers’s article on the notion of necessary: “in a

philosophical sense, that which cannot but be or cannot be

otherwise. … Necessary in causing: when there is a cause from

which an effect must necessarily follow.” —Chambers, NECESSARY,

Cyclopaedia (1728), vol. 2, p. 621. Thus, in his article on necessity,
Chambers wrote that necessity is “what is done by a necessary
cause or by an irresistible power, in opposition to liberty.”

—Chambers, NECESSITY, Cyclopaedia (1728), vol. 2, pp. 621–622.
74.

AKB :

“Les Stoïciens de même concevoient la nature comme un

cèrtain ésprit, ou une cèrtaine vèrtu répanduë dans l’univèrs qui lui
donne le mouvement; ensorte que tout est entraîné par l’ordre

invariable, d’une nature aveugle, & d’une nécessité inévitable.”
—Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire universel (1721).
75.

AKB :

See also Chambers’s article on Stoics: There are certain

notions “naturally found in the mind: that God is the seminal cause
of the universe; that the world is an animal, which opi nion the
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In speaking of the action of nature, no more is to be understood
but that bodies act on one another in a manner agreeable to the
general laws of motion which the Creator has established. 76

In this lies the mystery of that great word 77, which is only a

compendious way of expressing the action of all bodies; but the
mechanism of bodies would perhaps better express what is here
meant by nature.78 See

MECHANISM .

Some, Mr. Boyle observes, will have the nature of a thing to be
only the law that it receives from the Creator and according to
which it acts on all occasions.79 But this is an improper and
figurative expression.80

Stoics maintained in common with the Platonists, by reason of

God’s inhabiting and informing every part thereof, in quality of an
animi mundi.” —Chambers, STOICKS, Cyclopaedia (1728), vol. 2,
p. 130.
76.

AKB :

“that nature is the aggregate of the bodies that make up the

world, framed as it is, considered as a principle, by virtue whereof
they act and suffer, according to the laws of motion prescribed by
the Author of things.” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 177. Also

Trévoux: “il semble qu’en parlant des actions de la nature, l’on ne
doit entendre aûtre chôse, sinon que les corps agissent les uns sur
les aûtres d’une manière conforme aux loix générales du

mouvement que le Créateur a établies.” —Trévoux, NATURE,
Dictionnaire universel (1721).
77.

AKB :

That great word is “nature”.

78.

AKB :

“And, to denote the nature of this or that particular body, I

shall style it, the private, the particular, or (if you please) the

individual mechanism of that body;” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5,
p. 178. Also Trévoux: “C’est là tout le mystère de ce grand mot, qui
est une manière abrégée pour éxprimer l’action de tous les corps.
Le méchanisme des corps éxprimeroit peut-être mieux ce qu’on
pense que le mot de nature.” —Trévoux, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1721).
79.

AKB :

“There are, I know, some learned men, who … will have the

nature of every thing to be only the law that it receives from the
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The same author proposes a notion of nature as more fit than any
yet given to pass for the principal one of nature, with regard to

which many axioms and expressions relating to that word may be
conveniently understood. In order to this, he distinguishes
between general and particular nature.81

General nature he defines the aggregate of the bodies that make
up the world in its present state, considered as a principle by
virtue whereof they act and suffer according to the laws of
motion prescribed by the Author of things. 82

Particular nature of any subordinate or individual consists in the
general nature applied to a distinct portion of the universe. Or it
is a convention of the mechanical properties (as magnitude,

figure, order, situation, and local motion) of parts convenient and

creator and according to which it acts on all occasions.” —Boyle,
Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 170.
80.

AKB :

“to say that the nature of this or that body is but the law of

God prescribed to it, is but an improper and figurative expression:”
—Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 170.

81.

AKB :

“if I were to propose a notion, as less unfit than any I have

met with, to pass for the principal notion of nature, with regard to

which many axioms and expressions, relating to that word, may be
not inconveniently understood, I should distinguish between the
universal and the particular nature of things.” —Boyle, Works

(1772), vol. 5, p. 177. And “I shall express what I called general

nature, by cosmical mechanism, … And, to denote the nature of this

or that particular body, I shall style it, the private, the particular, or
(if you please) the individual mechanism of that body;” —Boyle,
Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 178.
82.

AKB :

“And, of universal nature, the notion I would offer should be

some such as this: that nature is the aggregate of the bodies that
make up the world, framed as it is, considered as a principle by

virtue whereof they act and suffer, according to the laws of motion
prescribed by the Author of things.” —Boyle, Works (1772), vol. 5,
p. 177. By the Author of things, Boyle and Chambers mean the
Christian God.
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sufficient to constitute of, or entitle to, its particular species or
denominations, the particular body they make up, the concourse
of all these being considered as the principle of motion, rest,
&c.83

Laws of nature are axioms or general laws and rules of motion
and rest observed by natural bodies in their actions on one

another and in all the changes which befall them in their natural
state.84 See

LAW.

The laws of nature and of motion are, in effect, the same. 85

Custom, indeed, has made some difference, and we find authors
call the particular cases of motion, laws of motion, which see
under

MOTION;

the more general or catholic ones and those from

which, as from axioms, the others are deduced, they call laws of
nature.

83.

AKB :

“since the particular nature of an individual body consists in

the general nature applied to a distinct portion of the universe; or

… it consists in a convention of the mechanical affections (such as
a

bigness, figure, order, situation, contexture , and local motion) of

its parts, … convenient and sufficient to constitute in, or to intitle

to, its particular species or denominations, the particular body they
make up, as the concourse of all these is considered as the

principle of motion, rest, and changes in that body.” —Boyle,

Works (1772), vol. 5, p. 177. ¶ a. AKB: “the joining together or
framing of a discourse or other thing.” —Bailey, CONTEXTURE,

Universal Etymological (1726). More elaborately: “The disposition
of parts one amonst others; the composition of any thing out of

separate parts; the system; the constitution; the manner in which

any thing is woven or formed.” —Johnson, CONTEXTURE, Dictionary
(1755).
84.

AKB :

Compare: “Loy, se dit aussi des régles générales de la nature.”

and “Loy, se dit aussi des régles, & des maximes des sciences, &
même des jeux.” —Trévoux, LOY, Dictionnaire universel (1721).

85.

AKB :

Compare: “The incomparable Mr. Isaac Newton gives but

these three laws of motion, which may be truly called laws of

nature.” —Harris, MOTION , ITS LAWS, Lexicon Technicum (1704).
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Of these, Sir Isaac Newton has established three. 86
Laws of nature. 87
1. Every body perseveres in the same state, either of rest or uniform
rectilinear motion, except so far as it is forced to change that state
by some foreign force.88

86.

AKB :

What follows we now know as Newton’s laws of motion.

Newton first articulated these laws, in Latin, as the first three

axioms or laws of motion given by his Principia. —Isaac Newton,
Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica (London: Samuel

Smith, 1686), pp. 12–13. Many authors before Chambers, including
Harris, provided statements of Newton’s three laws in English.

However, Chambers’s account is distinguished by the inclusion of
the explanatory paragraphs that Newton wrote to accompany the
declaration of his laws. Motte’s translation did not appear until

1729, so I assume that this expression of Newton’s laws may be

Chambers’s own. His translation (excluding headword pointers) of
Newton’s Principia continues from this point up to (but not

including) the headword pointer to REACTION . Cf: —Sir Isaac

Newton, The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, trans.

Andrew Motte (London: Benjamin Motte, 1729), vol. 1, pp. 19 –20;
and —Isaac Newton, The Principia: Mathematical Principles of

Natural Philosophy, trans. I. Bernard Cohen and Anne Whitman
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), pp. 416–417.

Chambers continued Newton’s practice, now a tradition, of placing

the laws in an italic font to contrast with the comments that follow
each law; I have kept this tradition.
87.

AKB :

Newton, in Latin, supplies the heading “Axioms, or laws of

motion.” Harris also refers to these as laws of nature. —Harris,
MOTION , ITS LAWS,

Lexicon Technicum (1704). ¶ AKB : The Latin text

from Newton’s Principia that enunciates his three laws of motion is
supplied at the end of this article.
88.

AKB :

“Lex 1. Corpus omne perseverare in statu suo quiescendi vel

movendi uniformiter in directum, nisi quatenus a viribus impressis

cogitur statum illum mutare.” —Newton, Principia (1686), p. 12.

Compare: “That every body will continue in its state, either of rest
or motion, uniformly forward in a right line, unless it be made to
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Thus projectiles persevere in their motions, except so far as they

are retarded by the resistance of the air and the cause of gravity;
and thus a top, whose parts by their cohesion are continually
drawing one another out of their rectilinear motion, only ceases
to run round because resisted by the air and the friction of the

plane whereon it moves. And thus the larger bodies of the planets

and comets preserve their progressive and circular motions a long

time undiminished in regions void of all sensible resistance. 89 See
VIS

inertiae,

RESISTANCE,

and

MEDIUM.

2. The change of motion is ever proportional to the moving force

whereby it is effected, and in the direction of the right line wherein
that force is impressed.90

If a certain force produces a certain motion, a double force will
produce double the motion, a triple force triple the motion,
whether it be impressed all at once or successively and by

degrees. And this motion (since it is ever directed to the same
point with the generating force), if the body were in motion

before, is either to be added to it, as if the motions conspire, or

change that state by some force impressed upon it.” —Harris,
MOTION , ITS LAWS,

89.

AKB :

Lexicon Technicum (1704).

“Projectilia perseverant in motibus suis nisi quatenus a

resistentia aeris retardantur & vi gravitatis impelluntur deorsum.
Trochus, cujus partes cohaerendo perpetuo retrahunt sese a
motibus rectilineis, non cessat rotari nisi quatenus ab aere

retardatur. Majora autem Planetarum & Cometarum corpora motus
suos & progressivos & circulares in spatiis minus resistentibus

factos conservant diutius.” —Newton, Principia (1686), p. 12.
90.

AKB :

“Lex 2. Mutationem motus proportionalem esse vi motrici

impressae, & fieri secundum lineam rectam qua vis illa imprimitur.”
—Newton, Principia (1686), p. 12. Compare: “That the change of
motion is proportionable to the moving force impressed; and is

always according to the direction of that right line in which the

force is impressed.” —Harris, MOTION , ITS LAWS, Lexicon Technicum
(1704).
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subtracted from it, as where contrary, or added obliquely, as
where oblique, and is compounded with it, according to the
determinations of each. 91

3. Reaction is always contrary and equal to action; or the actions
of two bodies upon one another are always mutually equal and
directed contrary ways.92

Whatever presses or pulls another is equally pressed or pulled
thereby. Thus, if I press a stone with my finger, the finger is

equally pressed by the stone. If a horse draws a weight by a rope,
the horse is equally drawn back towards the weight, for the rope,

being equally stretched each way, will—with an equal endeavour
to relax itself—drive the horse toward the stone and the stone
towards the horse and will hinder the progress of the one as
much as it promotes that of the other. 93

91.

AKB :

“Si vis aliqua motum quemvis generet, dupla duplum, tripla

triplum generabit, sive simul & semel, sive gradatim & successive
impressa fuerit. Et hic motus quoniam in eandem semper plagam

cum vi generatrice determinatur, si corpus antea movebatur, motui
ejus vel conspiranti additur, vel contrario subducitur, vel obliquo

oblique adjicitur, & cum eo secundum utriusque determinationem
componitur.” —Newton, Principia (1686), p. 12.
92.

AKB :

“Lex 3. Actioni contrariam semper & aequalem esse reactionem:

sive corporum duorum actiones in se mutuo semper esse aequales & in
partes contrarias dirigi.” —Newton, Principia (1686), p. 13.

Compare: “That reaction is always equal and contrary to action; or,
which is all one, the mutual actions of two bodies one upon

another are equal, and directed towards contrary parts, as when
one body presses and draws another, it is as much pressed or
drawn by that body.” —Harris, MOTION , ITS LAWS, Lexicon
Technicum (1704).
93.

AKB :

“Quicquid premit vel trahit alterum, tantundem ab eo

premitur vel trahitur. Siquis lapidem digito premit, premitur &
hujus digitus a lapide. Si equus lapidem funi allegatum trahit,

retrahetur etiam & equus aequaliter in lapidem: nam funis utrinque
distentus eodem relaxandi se conatu urgebit Equum versus
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Again, if any body, by striking on another, does in any manner

change its motion 94, it will itself, by means of the other, undergo
an equal change in its own motion by reason of the equality of
the pressure. 95

In these actions the changes are equal; not those, we mean, of the
velocities but those of the motions, the bodies being supposed
free of any other impediments. For the changes of velocities,
which are likewise made contrary ways in as much as the

motions are equally changed, are reciprocally proportional to the
bodies.96 See

REACTION.

This law also obtains in attractions. See ATTRACTION.
NATURE,

in prosody: a syllable is said to be long or short by

nature to signify that it is so without any rule of grammar to
render it so by position or otherwise. 97

lapidem, ac lapidem versus equum, tantumque impediet

progressum unius quantum promovet progressum alterius.”
—Newton, Principia (1686), p. 13.
94.

AKB :

That is, the motion of the other body.

95.

AKB :

“Si corpus aliquod in corpus aliud impingens, motum ejus vi

sua quomodocunque mutaverit, idem quoque vicissim in motu

proprio eandem mutationem in partem contrariam vi alterius (ob
aequalitatem pressionis mutuae) subibit.” —Newton, Principia
(1686), p. 13.
96.

AKB :

“His actionibus aequales fiunt mutationes non velocitatum sed

motuum, (scilicet in corporibus non aliunde impeditis:) Mutationes
enim velocitatum, in contrarias itidem partes factae, quia motus

aequaliter mutantur, sunt corporibus, reciproce proportionales.”
—Newton, Principia (1686), p. 13. ¶ Here ends Chambers’s

translation of the three laws of motion from Newton’s Principia.
97.

AKB :

“En prosodie on dit, qu’une syllabe est longue ou bréve par

nature; pour dire, sans aucune régle de Grammaire qui les fait telle
par position , ou autrement.” —Furetière, NATURE, Dictionnaire
universel (1701).
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Boyle’s Eight Vulgar Senses of the Word nature

1. Instead then of the word nature, taken in the first sense, [for
natura naturans] we may make use of the term it is put to signify,
namely, God; wholly discarding an expression, which, besides
that it is harsh and needless, and in use only among the

Schoolmen, seems not to me very suitable to the profound
reverence we owe the divine majesty, since it seems to make the
Creator differ too little by far from a created (not to say an
imaginary) Being.
2. Instead of nature in the second sense, [for that on whose

account a thing is what it is and is so called] we may employ the
word essence, which is of great affinity to it, if not of an adequate
import: and sometimes also we may make use of the word

quiddity, which, though a somewhat barbarous term, is yet

frequently employed and well enough understood in the Schools
and, which is more considerable, is very comprehensive and yet
free enough from ambiguity.

3. What is meant by the word nature taken in the third sense of
it, [for what belongs to a living creature at its nativity or accrues to
it by its birth] may be expressed sometimes by saying that a man
or other animal is born so, and sometimes by saying that a thing
has been generated such, and sometimes also that it is thus or
thus qualified by its original temperament and constitution.
4. Instead of the word nature taken in the fourth acception [for

an internal principle of local motion] we may say sometimes that
this or that body moves as it were, or else that it seems to move,

spontaneously (or of its own accord) upwards, downwards, &c. or
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that is put into this or that motion or determined to this or that
action by the concourse of such or such (proper) causes.
5. For nature in the fifth signification, [for the established course
of things corporeal] it is easy to substitute what it denotes, the
established order, or the settled course of things.
6. Instead of nature in the sixth sense of the word [for an

aggregate of the powers belonging to a body, especially a living
one] we may employ the constitution, temperament, or the
mechanism, or the complex of the essential properties or

qualities, and sometimes the condition, the structure, or the

texture of that body: and if we speak of the greater portions of
the world, we may make use of one or other of these terms: fabric
of the world, system of the universe, cosmical mechanism, or the
like.
7. Where men are wont to employ the word nature in the seventh
sense [for the universe, or the system of the corporeal works of

God] it is easy, and as short, to make use of the word world or

universe, and instead of the phaenomena of nature, to substitute
the phaenomena of the universe or of the world.
8. And, as for the word nature taken in the eighth and last of the

forementioned acceptions [for either (as some Pagans styled her)
a goddess or a kind of semi-deity] the best way is not to employ it
in that sense at all, or at least as seldom as may be; and that for
diverse reasons, which may in due place be met with in several
parts of this essay.

—Robert Boyle, A Free Inquiry into the Vulgarly Received Notion
of Nature, in The Works of the Honourable Robert Boyle, ed.

Thomas Birch, 2nd ed., 6 vols. (London: J. & F. Rivington, L.
Davis, W. Johnston, and others, 1772), vol. 5, p. 169.
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Newton’s Axiomata sive Leges Motus

Lex I. Corpus omne perseverare in statu suo quiescendi vel movendi
uniformiter in directum, nisi quatenus a viribus impressis cogitur
statum illum mutare.

Projectilia perseverant in motibus suis nisi quatenus a resistentia
aeris retardantur & vi gravitatis impelluntur deorsum. Trochus,
cujus partes cohaerendo perpetuo retrahunt sese a motibus
rectilineis, non cessat rotari nisi quatenus ab aere retardatur.

Majora autem Planetarum & Cometarum corpora motus suos &
progressivos & circulares in spatiis minus resistentibus factos
conservant diutius.

Lex II. Mutationem motus proportionalem esse vi motrici

impressae, & fieri secundum lineam rectam qua vis illa imprimitur.
Si vis aliqua motum quemvis generet, dupla duplum, tripla

triplum generabit, sive simul & semel, sive gradatim & successive
impressa fuerit. Et hic motus quoniam in eandem semper plagam
cum vi generatrice determinatur, si corpus antea movebatur,

motui ejus vel conspiranti additur, vel contrario subducitur, vel
obliquo oblique adjicitur, & cum eo secundum utriusque
determinationem componitur.
Lex III. Actioni contrariam semper & aequalem esse reactionem:

sive corporum duorum actiones in se mutuo semper esse aequales &
in partes contrarias dirigi.
Quicquid premit vel trahit alterum, tantundem ab eo premitur vel
trahitur. Siquis lapidem digito premit, premitur & hujus digitu s a

lapide. Si equus lapidem funi allegatum trahit, retrahetur etiam &
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equus aequaliter in lapidem: nam funis utrinque distentus eodem
relaxandi se conatu urgebit Equum versus lapidem, ac lapidem
versus equum, tantumque impediet progressum unius quantum
promovet progressum alterius. Si corpus aliquod in corpus aliud
impingens, motum ejus vi sua quomodocunque mutaverit, idem

quoque vicissim in motu proprio eandem mutationem in partem
contrariam vi alterius (ob aequalitatem pressionis mutuae)

subibit. His actionibus aequales fiunt mutationes non velocitatum
sed motuum, (scilicet in corporibus non aliunde impeditis:)

Mutationes enim velocitatum, in contrarias itidem partes factae,
quia motus aequaliter mutantur, sunt corporibus, reciproce
proportionales.

—Isaac Newton, Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica,
(London: Samuel Smith, 1686), pp. 12–13.

NOTION
Note: Translation is from Wolff rather than directly from Liebniz.
Wolff introduces the geometric notions of triangle and circle.
NOTION,
1

in logic, an idea or representation of any thing in the

mind. See

IDEA.

Mr. Leibnitz2 is very accurate in the distinction of notions in the
Acta Erudit. Leips. anno 16843.

1.

AKB :

Compare: “Idée qu’on se forme en son esprit de quelque

2.

AKB :

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646–1716).

3.

AKB :

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, “Meditationes de cognitione,

chose.” —Furetière, NOTION, Dictionnaire Universel (1701).

veritate, et ideis,” Acte Eruditorum 3 (Leipzig: 1684), pp. 467–473.
See, for example: —Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, “Meditations on
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